Prospect

™

Your Headquarters
for Co-Creation

Fostering
Creativity

A portfolio of semicircular freestanding furniture,
Prospect is an oasis for creativity featuring whiteboards,
tackable surfaces, and media display. An ideal setting
for brainstorming, pinning, and visual thinking, Prospect
allows small groups and individuals to easily transition
between working together and on their own.
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Focus
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Collaborate

Media Space

Cultivating
Innovation

Prospect is designed to encourage impromptu
collaboration and to provide a sense of privacy so
that people can work together and then divide and
conquer, whether they’re in a library or a student
center. Educational environments should always foster
creativity and spontaneous idea generating, but they’re
not always equipped with the proper spaces. For
inspiration to strike, and for students to develop their
best ideas, they need the ability to gather, co-create
solutions, and break off on their own for focused work.

Pivot

Engagement Made Easy
Prospect Creative Spaces allow
students to engage with one another
and the materials they need to work
through group projects.

A Beacon for
Collaboration

Creative Space
Visual thinking, iteration, and collaboration are proven
ways of getting to the right questions and better answers.
Inside Prospect Creative Spaces, sharing ideas is as easy
as turning around and scribbling on a whiteboard or
pinning up work to review. The height and space between
the round structure and table strike a balance between
intimacy and openness, which encourages engagement
by reducing visual and audio distractions.

Exterior Acoustic Pads
Exterior acoustic pads wrap
around the structure’s panels to
add warmth to the environment.
They come in a variety of fabrics
and colors.
Marker Cups
Movable marker cups can hold
brainstorming tools.
Bag Hook
The bag hook provides easy access
to personal belongings.

An Even Playing Field

Verbal
Exchange

The round shape of the Creative
Space gives everyone inside an
equal voice and can encourage
more participation.

A Media Hub

Media Space
Present, review, and collaborate on digital work in the
Media Space. With whiteboards and tackable surfaces
nearby, it gives students the ability to not only work
digitally, but also to jot down ideas and pin up inspiration.

Media Mount
You can either mount a monitor on
the structure or place it directly on
the work surface.
Power
Power units, with AC plugs and
USB ports, are easily accessible on
the surface.

A Solo Sanctuary

Solo Space
Interior Acoustic Pads
Interior acoustic pads are tackable,
allowing users to pin their ideas
and inspiration.
Coat Hook
The coat hook gives students a
convenient place to store their jacket
so they can get to work.
Tack Cup
The tack cup puts pinning up work
within arm’s reach.

To bring their best thinking to the group, students need
time for focused work and contemplation. Prospect
Solo Spaces are ideal for individual creative work or
simply a place to settle in and tackle a few quick tasks.
The round shape offers visual privacy—unique within
an open floorplan—and the soft, sound-absorbing
materials create a peaceful spot for working or studying.

Prospect Across Campus

Student Union
Prospect provides space delineation without having to
build architectural walls, which allows it to change with
the needs of a space—such as a student union—over
time. Here, the Creative Space gives students a place
to meet in the central hub of a campus to work on class
projects, collaborate on fundraising, or organize cultural
and social events. When students need to break away
from group activities, they can work on their class
assignments or study in the Solo Spaces.

Prospect Across Campus

Study Lounge
Prospect fits seamlessly into lounges found all over
campus, including those in residence halls. Solo Spaces
give students a place to study quietly away from
roommates and other distractions.

Prospect Across Campus

Library
Prospect in libraries gives students opportunities to
visually solve complex problems together in the Creative
Space and study alone without visual distractions in
Solo Spaces.

Prospect Across Campus

Administrative Spaces
Those working in administrative roles on campus also
need spaces to work alone and together. They can use
the Solo Space as a place for quiet, focused work and
use the Creative and Media Spaces to co-create with
their colleagues.

Learn More
hermanmiller.com/prospect
Warranty
12-year, 3-shift
Please visit hermanmiller.com/warranty-terms for details.
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